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ANOTHER 
CENTURY!

HEN ASDAA pounced late on to land the

mile handicap at Pontefract on July 24, the

six-year-old Dutch Art gelding became

Johnston Racing’s 100th domestic winner

of 2022.

And that, quite astonishingly, means the yard has clocked

up a century of winners in every calendar year since 1994.

It is an amazing run of consecutive centuries of wins

which is unparalleled in the history of the British turf, and

helps to explain why Mark Johnston is the winningmost

trainer in British racing.

Of course, it was incredibly important for Mark and

Charlie Johnston that in this year when the licence became

a joint one, the winning streak should continue. At the

outset of the year, the goal was not without its challenges.

The numbers of horses in training this year is significantly

down, perhaps by as much as 15%, and the death of the late

Sheikh Hamdan al Maktoum and the subsequent trimming

down of his Shadwell operation meant that the yard was

without any Shadwell horses for 2022. 

It was a Shadwell horse, by the way, which sealed the

2021 century in record time – Jadhlaan, in a novice event at

York on June 11. Furthermore, the yard’s allocation of

horses bearing the colours of Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed was also reduced.

With returns to owners in British racing continuing to be

pitiful, and owners having to deal with global economic

concerns and a cost-of-living crisis like the rest of us, Mark

and Charlie felt the need to bolster numbers by investing,

speculatively, in yearlings at the sales.

That investment has proved to be crucial, and although

the century milestone came a little later than in recent years,

it was nonetheless reached. And it was achieved with the

help of a significant number of winning juveniles.

Indeed, of the first 100 winners, 28 races were won by

our two-year-olds.

The importance of continuing the century streak cannot

be overstated. The record stands as proof positive that

Johnston Racing is, and has been for many years, the most

consistent winner-finding establishment in British racing.

HE yard also leads the way this term as the Leading

Trainer by juvenile wins. As of July 29, Johnston

Racing had amassed 28 such wins, with Richard

Hannon’s yard the only other stable to have scored more

than 20. Bear in mind, too, that a very significant

proportion of those juvenile winners will have come from

horses selected and purchased by Mark and Charlie

themselves at last autumn’s round of yearling sales.

The returns to date underline the continuing drive to

leave no stone unturned in the pursuit of winners and

provide value for money for our owners. There’s no doubt it

is ‘business as usual’!
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Asdaa wins at Pontefract under Jason Hart


